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Respiratory disease increased markedly following one of Iceland's largest volcanic eruptions, a new
study has found.
Volcanic pollution return linked to jump in respiratory disease cases
Neurocognitive testing, psychiatric evaluation, and diagnostic imaging even after recovery should
be continued, for at least six months, a doctor has suggested ...
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How does a respiratory disease lead to neurological and psychiatric effects?
A new study in the journal JAMA Network reports on the disease severity associated with some
clades of the virus, from an analysis of genomes from specimens isolated in the initial phase of the
...
SARS-CoV-2 clade linked to disease severity in the early phase of the pandemic
Introduction Information on drug-induced interstitial lung disease (DILD) is limited due to its low
incidence. This study investigated the frequencies of drug categories with potential risk in ...
Risk of drug-induced interstitial lung disease in hospitalised patients: a nested
case–control study
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) can present with a variety of symptoms. Severity of the
disease may be associated with several factors. Here, we review clinical features of COVID-19
inpatients ...
Clinical features and disease severity in an Iranian population of inpatients with
COVID-19
A new study adds to the sum of evidence that children do not play a key role in the transmission of
the SARS-CoV-2, the pathogen behind the current pandemic of COVID-19.
Limited SARS-CoV-2 spread in childcare centers, finds study
Using in-depth genetic analyses, a new investigation in the United Kingdom suggests that people
can pass COVID-19 on to their cats. "We identified two cats that tested positive," said study lead ...
You can pass COVID to your cat, study finds
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A robust new study is offering the strongest clinical evidence to date of COVID-19 transmission from
human to cat. The research builds on anecdotal reports from the past 12 months, but experts stress
...
Human-to-cat COVID-19 transmission affirmed in new study
Organicell and Oklahoma State University Enter Into Agreement To Study Zofin in Respiratory
Diseases Caused By Virus Infections Of Pandemic Potential.
Organicell and Oklahoma State University Enter Into Agreement To Study Zofin™ in
Respiratory Diseases Caused By Virus Infections Of Pandemic Potential
The study showed the value of face mask use, limiting occupancy, and circulating and filtering air
indoors. But that's not been the focus of some on social media.
Did MIT Study Really Challenge 6-Foot Social Distancing For Covid-19 Coronavirus?
Here’s What It Said
The effect of comorbidities over the study period on the relative mortality ... Causes of death were
classified as one of the followings: (1) respiratory diseases (J00–J99); (2) cardiovascular ...
Increased mortality in patients with non cystic fibrosis bronchiectasis with respiratory
comorbidities
About one in 50 people hospitalised with acute respiratory infections such as pneumonia are
suffering from the coronavirus disease (Covid ... with a Covid-19 case. The study, published in the
...
Respiratory illness study hints at community spread: Experts
A new study from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has found that social distancing inside
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doesn’t really stop the coronavirus from spreading, according to Business Insider. The study said
the ...
Does social distancing work indoors? A new study reveals possible problem
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has established a “6-foot rule” for social distancing
from others amid the coronavirus pandemic, but the interval may not suffice to ...
6-foot rule may not protect you from COVID indoors, study says
The researchers confirmed that, despite being initially a respiratory virus, long COVID-19 can affect
nearly every organ system in the body.
Covid-19 Can Affect Nearly Every Organ System in The Body in The Long Run, Says Study
They say the findings may help to identify and prioritize higher-risk patients in the early stage of
coronavirus-related respiratory disease. The study ... a severe case of COVID-19.
South Korea study finds coronavirus risk factors for severe disease
Respiratory disease increased by almost a quarter after ... responses to the public health threat
caused by volcanoes. The study authors recommend government responses take these emissions
into ...
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